2007 toyota 4runner reviews

The Toyota 4Runner is carried over without any changes from the previous model year. The
SUV underwent a thorough redesign for and is now in its fourth generation. Toyota's midsize
SUV is marked by its combination of interior comforts and rugged off-road ability. All 4Runners
are built with durable body-on-frame construction. Twelve 4Runner variations are available this
year, each featuring a unique engine, drivetrain, and trim line combination. An upgrade to the
Sport Edition adds power seats, inch wheels, and a leather-wrapped steering wheel. A retuned
suspension is also included. The top-tier Limited trim gains running boards, dual climate
control, inch wheels, leather, and heated front seats. The options list is extensive for all models.
A ten-speaker JBL audio upgrade is also available. Each trim is available with either a 4x2 or
4x4 drivetrain, both of which are teamed with a five-speed electronically controlled automatic
transmission. There are two engine options as well. The smaller offering is a 4. This V6 is also
used in the Tacoma pickup. The larger engine is a 4. Both engines use Toyota's variable valve
timing system to improve fuel efficiency, lower emissions, and boost power. Jorgeman Gx Each
ranking was based on 9 categories. Here is the summary of top rankings. Everytime I start my
car the rear window wiper comes on and then off. Is there some kind of button that I can push
so this won't happen? What is causing the automatic wiper on rear window? What is the easiest
way to get all the interior trim out to clean and or paint. I don't want to try to take it out and it
break on me The front door inside panel has round fastener near the top front that got broken
what do l replace it with? Average user score. Based on 30 reviews. Love, Love, Love This
4runner! Updated Apr 10, by Anonymous. What's your take on the Toyota 4Runner? Report
Jorgeman Gx Have you driven a Toyota 4Runner? Rank This Car. Cars compared to Toyota
4Runner. Have questions? Ask a question. Browse questions. Favorite Favorite. Toyota
4Runner Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used
Cars for Sale. Compare Toyota 4Runner to Related Models. Select Year Each ranking was based
on 9 categories. Here is the summary of top rankings. Engine light and air bag came on during
test drive. Great value. Comfortable to drive. Dependable and reliable. Plenty of leg room and
space in back. Great car! My son loves it! We are a 2 4Runner family.. These cars will run
forever if you take care of them. Nice car but a little expensive for me. Dealer was great. Car was
exactly as represented. Very good shape for a car this age. I love that the back window rolls
down, the back seats fold down and makes so much room, and remembering how much fun it is
to be a truck owner again. Really clean rode awesome seller honest and punctual.. Everything
was perfect from start to finish! Recommend them highly! Wesley was a big help! All around
great vehicle. Rides like a Dream!!! Read More. I like the car as it is functional and pretty to drive
around mountains. I have had a Lexus and 2 different 4 Runners. The only thing I have a
problem with is gas m It is the best of both worlds. Truck like benefits but comforts of an SUV.
Could not be happier. Ive only had it a week but I really like it. The rear window rolls down which
will be handy this summer to carry my kayak. The cargo area is very spacious. I like having 4WD
since I work in a hospita Amazing vehicle with great options. I love the color! I want it so bad!
Good good good good good good good good good Read More. Have you driven a Toyota
4Runner? Rank This Car. User Reviews. View reviews where users commented on categories.
Clear selections. Charles writes:. Is this review helpful? Yes No. Guru9YH6BH writes:.
Guru95W6WK writes:. GuruF6DVD writes:. FRH75 writes:. GuruMB6FC writes:. Guru34W6X
writes:. Is this helpful? Ladydi writes:. Reviews From Other Years. Read all 10 Toyota 4Runner
reviews. Read all 9 Toyota 4Runner reviews. Read all 12 Toyota 4Runner reviews. Read all 13
Toyota 4Runner reviews. Read all 6 Toyota 4Runner reviews. Cars compared to Toyota
4Runner. Related Models For Sale. Other Years. Used Cars for Sale. Compare Toyota 4Runner
to Related Models. Select Year Yes No Looking for a Used 4Runner in your area? Thanks Is this
review helpful? Costly to maintain every 60K miles, but totally worth it. It floats on the highway
no matter how rough the pavement. It has minimal body roll in the corners. It even cross-links
the axles to simulate a solid axle off road. In the 3 years I owned my 4runner I only ever replaced
a taillight bulb. Seems to be a common story of reliability among Toyota owners. The 4Runner is
among the best off-road-ready SUVs in this price range. Despite retaining a body-on-frame
construction, the 4Runner rides better than some car-based SUVs. While its cabin is very roomy
and quiet, the 4Runner doesn't provide the nimble, carlike handling of car-based models. Still, it
is sound and secure. Side- and curtain-airbags are standard. In most cases, automotive
warranties are based on the vehicle identification number VIN , and the warranty will be valid
regardless of ownership. The dealership can tell you exactly how much warranty is left. The
Reliability score is based on our latest subscriber survey of Toyota 4Runner owners. The owner
comments describe problems respondents experienced with this vehicle. Antilock system ABS ,
parking brake, master cylinder, calipers, rotors, pulsation or vibration, squeaking, brake failure
or wear. The car operated without them but it was not a good situation. The car ran fine but the
mechanic said the ABS system was not working and it was the middle of winter. Emergency

light was on". The dealer said that they need to be services regularly. Probably attributed to my
multiple off-road trips to the Outer Banks, NC. Ended up having to replace both calipers, and of
course the rotors, and brake pads. Problem should have been detected befor expensive repain
was necessary". This was the original caliper. The symptom was uneven braking". They said
something about the part failed that engages the rotors to the pads". Easy fix and the car is
working very well". Couldn't use brakes". Brakes worked, but not properly". It has required
minimal maintenance and when required, prices are reasonable. Problem solved. I took the car
to a repair shop of trust, and they examined the". I replaced with newer and the new rotors. Had
them replaced. Normal wear and tear". Paint fading, chalking, cracking, or peeling , loose
interior and exterior trim or moldings, rust. This is our second 4Runner and it's built like an
American car, not a Toyota". Toyota is well-known for it's quality but this 4Runner has a lot of
interior squeaks around the dash and where the rear seats latch. Also, the sunroof rattles as we
drive on uneaten surfaces". Vehicle always kept outside. Vehicle in hot Houston sun for first 6
years. Fading appeared in 10th year or Only top surfaces affected. I use touch up paint and do it
about monthly. I have had Toyotas al my life and this is the first to fade". The car looks at
scratched up in these areas, meanwhile, the rest of the car is pristine". Rust marks come out via
the holes used to mount the trim. Not very serious. This appears to be a common problem. This
definitely should not be happening". Problem has not been resolved". May be due to living in
Colorado with road mag chloride". Hard to find anyone willing to take on the project of sanding
and repainting". We've had it repaired". The car is garaged, is regularly washed, and is waxed
yearly. Other 4Runner owners have the same problems, Toyota dealer didn't really bother,
saying "it's normal. Small rust spots on either side of the window". Alternator, starter, hybrid
battery and related systems, regular battery, battery cables, engine harness, coil, ignition
switch, electronic ignition, distributor or rotor failure, spark plugs and wires failure. Took 2
dealers and about 6 months to correct the problem. Problem was a faulty switch under the hood
and a loose connector in the dash". Associated with the headlight problem. Just replaced
headlight bulb to see if that solves the problem". They try to fix it and charge ever time but it is
never resolved". Bulbs burn out too frequently. Exterior headlight lenses yellow quickly,
requiring frequent restoration. This is especially problematic due to the fact that the lights are
too dim when the lenses are clear". Still tracking down problem. Just replaced bulb to see if that
solves it". The shop said it would be very expensive to replace". My mechanic said that they
would need to replace the whole module and it would be expensive. I have not been to the
dealer. It's annoying". I was able to purchase new bulbs at the Toyota dealer and replace the
bulbs using a YouTube video instructing me on the proper method to remove the HVAC Control
panel. Mechanic says it's difficult replace; whole dash has to be taken off. There is no other
method to open the rear lift gate other than this latch. The latch is protected from the elements
and the part should have a recall issued. Very dissatisfied". The only way to open the doors is
via the driver's side keyed lock". I wasn't aware that they are battery operated and last up to 10
years. Some things should remain the responsibility of the vehicle operator. Sensors fail, and
the cost to correct is ridiculous comparable to tire replacement cost. I now drive forever with an
illuminated low pressure warning light. I am considering disabling the system. People who can't
maintain adequate pressure in their tires shouldn't be allowed to drive. Manufacturers should
put their time and money into developing a system that won't let drivers". One sensor was bad.
Got it fixed then the warning light went on again 3 days later. We just replaced all of them. Not
cheap. My 03 4Runner didn't have these sensors. May just be compression of air? The tire
pressure warning light continues to blink and there is no way to turn it off easily. I placed
electrical tape over the blinking light on the dash". Shocks or struts, ball joints, tie rods, wheel
bearings, alignment, steering linkage includes rack and pinion , power steering pumps and
hoses, leaks , wheel balance, springs or torsion bars, bushings, electronic or air suspension.
Mechanic found both ball joints worn and too much play. The system includes struts and
shocks". Needed to be replaced. Been advised that all shocks and struts be replaced at the
same time. Researching repair centers for replacement". Not bad, considering age and
mileage". Repairman said off road use and harsh winter weather combined to cause problem".
Difficult to track down. Finally improved with tie rod replacement. A Toyota dealer wanted to
replace an expensive part to fix it". Must be operated monthly to keep from locking up. The
sleeve bearing is the main culprit for this problem". The tire company put on the wrong size
tires. As a result, I lost the rear components of my car when it was engaged in 4WD. The
dealership replaced axel, rear differential, etc". A replacement left side drive shaft was installed.
This failure occurred at , miles. I replaced it with a used rear diff they use another term i've
forgotten with fewer miles and have had no more problems". The seals blew causing the failure
of the pinion gear. Diagnosed to be worn bearings and pinions in rear differential requiring a
rebuild. The car bogged down and would not release the 4WD. I could smell burned oil". Also

found left front wheel bearings were noisy; worn and need replacement. Wind noise loud". I had
this problem in the past and the dealer replaced the whole driver seat. The problem came back
years later. Not happy with the quality of this car". I told them about it, they replaced all the
rubber around the window but the wind noise didn't go away". Bluetooth , voice control
commands, steering wheel controls, portable music device interface e. Was repaired by Toyota,
but the CD player again broke". However its a old car and I don't think I can fault Toyota.
Wanted to change the evaporator prophylactically but the shop wasn't helpful This cause loud
noise when the dampers try to move to control airflow and mixture. The dampers do not seem
to move so I will need to replace the control boxes. Drove it about 2 weeks before taking it into a
Toyota dealer. Dealer could not identify if ther was a leak or just a normal Freon leak. Added
Freon and a color added gas to see if there was a leak - and if there was a leak. The dealer
mechanics were outstanding in explaining everything - even sending me pictures of the repair..
Root casuse was a malfunctioning fuel filler vent at the top of the filler neck. Since the
emissions system was not happy, then the engine system was not happy, which then appears
as Service Engine and also Vehicle Stability Control trouble lights. Very misleading. It took a
smoke generator machine test at my local garage not a dealership to find the malfunctioning
filler neck vent to get to the bottom of th". I have a new fuel cap and no check engine light now".
Replaced again with an OEM cap". Power or manual windows, locks and latches, tailgate, hatch
or trunk, doors or sliding doors, mirrors, seat controls, safety belts, sunroof, convertible top.
Had to replace entire motor. We tried to test again second time we had the same issue, so I
stopped opening the sunroof completely, only use the tilt feature. Eventually learned about the
Toyota Tech website where complete details can be obtained for any and all repairs. So, after
printing the detailed instructions, repaired the sunroof myself. It took me about 3 full man-days
since almost the entire set of interior side and door jam trim panels, including headliner had to
be removed. I now understand why the high cost estimate from the dealership. But it is hard to
complain about having difficulties with a year old sunroof. Still, am glad that I had the time to
perform a do it yourself repair. Needed new hydraulic lifts". Easy to dismantle and install new
one". Muffler, pipes, catalytic converter, exhaust manifold, leaks. Toyota doesn't seem to think
this is unusual". Unfortunately Toyota decided to make the manifold pipe part of the catalytic
converter. Had they been separate, like they should have been, it would have been far less
expensive". Further inspection showed that weld in front of muffler to intermediate pipe was
failing as well. It was apparent that the welded joints were of inferior metal compared to the
stainless steel that the muffler and pipes were made from. Note this was a premium stainless
after-market exhaust system replaced at about , miles in Gear selector or linkage, leaks,
transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting,
slipping transmission. There is a loud clunk that you can hear and feel that sounds like it's
coming from the rear differential. Our last 4Runner did it also but this one it worse. The
dealership said, "This is normal and the 'some of them do it worse than others. Accessory belts
and pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Shut off and
restart solved problem until another 15 min. Replace seal and since the front of the engine was
off I replace the timing belt and serpentine belt to save a little money in the future. Transmission
rebuild or replacement, torque converter, clutch replacement. Appears water also got into
transmission. Not sure how. Had to replace transmission". The area Toyota dealerships would
not service the transmission. The torque converter and 2 solenoids failed due to "old"
transmission fluid even though the original fluid is synthetic". Cruise control, clock, warning
lights, body control module, keyless entry, wiper motor or washer, tire pressure monitor,
interior or exterior lights, horn, gauges, 12V power plug, remote engine start, alarm or security
system. Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or supercharger,
timing chain or timing belt. Determined timing chains stretched - ascribed to cold temperature
and poor oil distribution. Timing chains replaced and valves replaced but still not running well.
In shop with good mechanic 10 mo". Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump,
thermostat, overheating. The car never overheated. Dealer replaced the radiator. Problem
solved". Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have
received this message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account
information here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further
assistance? Please call Member Services at Unlock Ratings. New Used Toyota 4Runner Change
Vehicle. There are 5 recalls on this vehicle. Learn More. See All. Owner Satisfaction. Crash and
Rollover Tests. Road Test Results. Performance Performance. Acceleration Acceleration
Acceleration tests are conducted on a smooth, flat pavement straightaway at the track. The time
in seconds that a vehicle takes to reach 60 mph from a standstill with the engine idling.
Transmission Transmission Transmission performance is determined by shifting smoothness,
response, shifter action, and clutch actuation for manual transmissions. Fuel Economy Fuel

Economy We perform our own fuel-economy tests, independent of the government's
often-quoted EPA figures and the manufacturers' claims. Using a precise fuel-flow measuring
device spliced into the fuel line, we run two separate circuits to represent city and highway
consumption. CR's Overall Mileage CR's Overall Mileage CR's overall mileage is a composite of
measured fuel usage on a prescribed city course and highway cruising; and CR's mile test trip
of mixed driving, if tested. In recent road tests, we've discontinued the mile trip test. Braking
Braking The braking rating is a composite of wet and dry stopping distances and pedal feel.
Braking distance is from 60 mph, with no wheels locked. Emergency Handling Emergency
Handling Several factors go into the rating, including the avoidance maneuver speed and
confidence, as well as how the vehicle behaves when pushed to its limit. Ride Ride Our expert
judgment of how well the suspension isolates and absorbs road imperfections and how steady
it keeps the body on various road surfaces. Noise Noise Our expert judgment of the vehicle's
interior noise level in everyday driving. Front Seat Comfort Front Seat Comfort Our judgment of
how comfortable the front seat is for drivers of various heights. Rear Seat Comfort Rear Seat
Comfort Our judgment of how comfortable the rear seat is for two passengers to sit across.
Emissions Emissions. Greenhouse Gas Greenhouse Gas The Greenhouse Gas Rating
represents the amount of carbon dioxide the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the
same model year. This score from the EPA ranges from 1 worst to 10 best. Smog Rating Smog
Rating The Smog Rating represents the amount of health-damaging and smog-forming airborne
pollutants the vehicle emits compared to other vehicles of the same model year. Owner Reports.
Worse Better. Reliability History Reliability History The reliability charts are based on responses
on hundreds of thousands of vehicles from our latest Annual Auto Survey. Consumer Reports
subscribers reported on any serious problems they had with their vehicles during the past 12
months that they considered serious because of cost, failure, safety, or downtime, in any of the
trouble spots included in the table below. The results are presented relative to the average
model that year. Extra weight is given to the more serious areas such as major engine or
transmission problems. Based on this data and further analysis, we predict reliability for the
latest year. An X indicates that the vehicle was not manufactured for a specific year. Engine
Major Engine Major Engine rebuild or replacement, cylinder head, head gasket, turbo or
supercharger, timing chain or timing belt. Engine Minor Engine Minor Accessory belts and
pulleys, engine computer, engine mounts, engine knock or ping, oil leaks. Engine Cooling
Engine Cooling Radiator, cooling fan, antifreeze leaks, water pump, thermostat, overheating.
Transmission Major Transmission Major Transmission rebuild or replacement, torque converter,
clutch replacement. Transmission Minor Transmission Minor Gear selector or linkage, leaks,
transmission computer, transmission sensor or solenoid, clutch adjustment, rough shifting,
slipping transmission. View all Reliability. Owner Satisfaction Owner Satisfaction To learn about
satisfaction, CR has collected survey data from our annual survey on more than half a million
vehicles. Our subscribers provide great insights into their satisfaction by answering one simple
question: If they had it to do all over again, would they definitely buy or lease the same model?
In addition, respondents also rate their cars in six categories: driving experience, comfort,
value, styling, audio, and climate systems. Driving Experience Driving Experience Includes
acceleration and handling. Comfort Comfort Includes seats, climate control, noise, and ride.
Value Value Did you get what you wanted relative to the price you paid? Styling Styling How it
looks inside and out. View all Owner Satisfaction. Safety Equipment. ABS available; standard
from ESC standard from Side and head protection air bags available from , standard from Drive
Wheels. Coverage varies among versions of this vehicle. Read more about extended warranties.
Body Styles. Transmissions Available. Engines Available. What Owners Say. Emergency light
was on" Holly P. The symptom was uneven braking" S A. They said something about the part
failed that engages the rotors to the pads" Drew L. Easy fix and the car is working very well"
Jonathan L. Couldn't use brakes" Daniel W. Also, the sunroof rattles as we drive on uneaten
surfaces" Kennard Y. This definitely should not be happening" Patrick M. We've had it repaired"
Marjorie V. Small rust spots on either side of the window" Tim M. Alarm or security system
excluding aftermarket systems "Alarm would go off randomly. Problem was a faulty switch
under the hood and a loose connector in the dash" Anonymous, IL Toyota 4Runner Limited 4.
Just replaced headlight bulb to see if that solves the problem" Gary S. This is especially
problematic due to the fact that the lights are too dim when the lenses are clear" Ken R. Just
replaced bulb to see if that solves it" Gary S. The shop said it would be very expensive to
replace" Drew L. It's annoying" D D. Very dissatisfied" Randall G. Manufacturers should put
their time and money into developing a system that won't let drivers" Ken R. I placed electrical
tape over the blinking light on the dash" D D. Ball joints "I noticed a torn grease boot.
Researching repair centers for replacement" Scott D. Repairman said off road use and harsh
winter weather combined to cause problem" Elliott B. The sleeve bearing is the main culprit for

this problem" Randall G. The dealership replaced axel, rear differential, etc" C B. I replaced it
with a used rear diff they use another term i've forgotten with fewer miles and have had no more
problems" Mike B. I could smell burned oil" C B. Wind noise loud" Carla G. Not happy with the
quality of this car" D D. I told them about it, they replaced all the rubber around the window but
the wind noise didn't go away" Anonymous, NV Toyota 4Runner SR5 4. It took a smoke
generator machine test at my local garage not a dealership to find the malfunctioning filler neck
vent to get to the bottom of th" Leon-Eleanor N. I have a new fuel cap and no check engine light
now" David S. Mirrors "The driver mirror motor no longer works and the driver visor latch is
broken and it no longer stays all the way up. Easy to dismantle and install new one" Jonathan L.
Catalytic converter "Repaired once under warranty and has failed again. Toyota doesn't seem to
think this is unusual" Greg M. Had they been separate, like they should have been, it would
have been far less expensive" Anonymous, PA Toyota 4Runner Limited 4. Rough shifting "The
rough down shifting happens when you come to a stop. Torque converter "Does not shift
smoothly in the lower gears" Robert R. The torque converter and 2 solenoids failed due to "old"
transmission fluid even though the original fluid is synthetic" Anonymous, NC Toyota 4Runner
SR5 4. Alternator "It failed to start once for the first time, test revealed alternator problem,
replaced - no further problem" Anonymous, CA Toyota 4Runner Limited 4. Timing belt or chain
"Would not remain running smoothly enough to drive. Radiator "A small leak got progressively
worse. See All Trouble Spots. Change Vehicle. Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another
Vehicle. More From Consumer Reports. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a Gift. You no longer
have digital access to ratings and reviews. Update: I now have 75k on my vehicle. So far no
major issues. Only had to replace the battery beyond regular maintenance. I bought this vehicle
in early It was 8 years old but you would never know it from the looks and handling. The shifting
of gears is very smooth. The ride is little more harsh then standard SUV but it is still very
comfortable. The vehicle is very reliable. I have added miles since purchase and have had no
issues except the replacement of tires and one tire TPMS sensor which is normal for any vehicle
of that age. On long drives the vehicle handles very well. For the summer, the family trip
consisted of a 2 week sightseeing tour through 5 states We were able to load all our luggage
and gear including an inflatable paddle board in the cargo area. The seats are comfortable and
the layout of controls are easy to handle. On steep upgrades, the 4runner performed flawlessly
and mine is only a V6. I averaged about 19 mpg as a daily driver but during the long trips it
would hit to about 22 mpg. If you have kids, there is a cigarette lighter in the cargo area. I
purchased a long cable adapter and my child could play his electronics, while I still had my
front charger for my electronics. In addition, I am not a mechanic but this vehicle is very easy to
work with. The vehicle is high enough off the ground that I was able to add a hitch without a
jack. There is a reason you see so many old 4Runners on the streets. They are extremely
reliable and there are so many forums and youtube videos on how to DIY fix any problems.
Cons: The cupholders plain suck. BMW cupholders seem better then the 4runner. Also, the
stock radio non JBL was horrendous. I had to replace it with a Pioneer HU. This is my car. I've
had it for more than ,mi. My 4runner has been a commuter, an off-roader with my jeep friends
and a mobile home on a 2 month road trip. I have only had three things go wrong. I just bought
an additional car, and I honestly couldn't convince myself to buy anything other than a Toyota
made in Japan. I researched this truck for over a year before finally landing mine. This
generation of 4runner was only produced at two factories Hino Motors and Tahara. Both of
these are on the list of the best automobile factories of the world. This is important. Very
important. This is a huge component of the trucks absolutely flawless reliability. I personally felt
the truck needed aesthetic adjustment from the factory configuration. If you hadn't noticed, the
nose looks lower than the tail. After that I gave it some Nitto TerraGrapplers and headed into the
hills. This thing was incredible! I was able to climb icy roads, and I even pulled a few trucks out
of ditches. I drove the truck up an icy mound and when I got out to look around, I ended up flat
on my back. The truck hand climbed sloped terrain that was too slick for me to even stand on.
The Sport Edition with the tube rails is by far the best looking version of the truck and I love the
classy interior. I have friends that instantly purchased another one after totaling their first, and I
will probably do the same should anything happen to mine. This part of the review is an update,
because every few years, Edmunds sends out an e-mail asking me to update this review. I was
driving today and it occurred to me. This truck has over , miles and zero rattles or squeaks. I've
had cars that sound like you are going to lose a body panel after 60k miles, but not the 4runner.
And my list of maintenance items that I wrote about above is still about the same. I recently
went through the maintain or purchase paradox Put in the regular maintenance of tires, brakes
and an oil change, or sell this and buy a newer 4runner. I couldn't let this go. It is more
mechanically solid and reliable that I could hope for. Other than wearing out the seat, it's still
very solid. Just purchased the Toyota 4Runner in place of a Chevrolet Tahoe and love it.

Smooth ride like a sedan but has the room of a SUV. Gas mileage is good and love the style.
Love the height of the vehicle, easy to get in and out with children. Really happy with my ,
excellent handling, very smooth and quiet. Gas is not bad at all for a 4. Yes, I know I drive a lot.
This review is on a SR5 4WD - , miles. Car has been great.. I can't complain about anything. It
just developed a small drip where the transfer case bolts to the transmission. Did oil changes
when the light came on, did K service when needed, thats the only things I have done to this
car. MPG is consistent at Popular searches. My notifications My Account. More about the
4Runner. View Photos. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Filter by: All ratings 5
stars 4 stars 3 stars 2 stars 1 star. Items per page:. Write a review See all 4Runners for sale.
Sponsored cars related to the 4Runner. Sign Up. A multipurpose midsize SUV that does just
about everything well, the Toyota 4Runner has long been one of our favorites. Now in its fourth
generation, the Toyota 4Runner is largely unchanged for It still has the expected rugged good
looks and true off-road capability of a stout, no-nonsense sport-utility vehicle. While other SUVs
in its class have evolved into softer, kinder, gentler versions of their originals, the 4Runner has
retained much of its truckish character. This might seem like a misguided philosophy when you
consider that few SUV owners actually go off-road, but Toyota looks at the situation a bit
differently. It sees the 4Runner's all-terrain capability as a selling point over its rivals. If you
want a "soft roader," there are plenty to choose from -- Toyota's own Highlander is a perfect
example and the Honda Pilot and Mitsubishi Endeavor are also good choices. But if you want a
genuine sport-utility vehicle that actually goes off-road, the Toyota 4Runner is still the real deal.
This body-on-frame SUV has two available engines: a 4. There's a decent amount of cargo room
with a maximum capacity of 75 cubic feet, but the Toyota 4Runner still lags behind the
competition in this regard. Toyota isn't completely oblivious to this fact, as the company offers
a foldable cargo shelf that allows for two-tiered loading. Those hoping for a third-row seat are in
luck, as it's optional, but the bad news is that it doesn't fold flat into the floor like other midsize
SUVs. Overall, the Toyota 4Runner stacks up favorably against just about any other midsize
sport-ute on the market when it comes to creature comforts and standard equipment. Add in the
powerful engines, advanced vehicle control systems and stout underpinnings, and there's little
doubt this Toyota SUV upholds the legacy of the numerous 4Runners before it. It's great
off-road, comfortable on-road and will suit most families with its adequate cargo-hauling
capacity. It comes in three trim levels: SR5, Sport and Limited. Stepping up to the Sport Edition
adds larger inch wheels, "X-REAS" shock absorbers, color-keyed exterior mirrors, power front
seats, special seat fabric and a telescoping leather-wrapped steering wheel with audio controls.
High-dollar Limited models pick up illuminated running boards, inch wheels, dual-zone
automatic climate control, a volt power outlet, leather upholstery and heated front seats.
Options include a navigation system, a rear-seat DVD entertainment system, a premium JBL
audio system and a third-row seat. The Toyota 4Runner is available with rear- or four-wheel
drive and one of two engines. The standard 4. The optional 4. All 4Runners get a five-speed
automatic transmission. Towing capacity is 7, pounds on V8 models, while V6 models top out at
5, pounds. The 4WD versions also come with hill-start assist and downhill assist. Optional on all
models are front-seat side airbags and side curtain airbags for first- and second-row
passengers. In NHTSA crash testing, the Toyota 4Runner earned four out of five stars in the
frontal-impact category and a perfect five stars for side impacts. Both engines move the
4Runner out quickly. Although the V8 is a must if you plan on doing any serious towing, most
buyers will be happy with the less expensive and more fuel-efficient V6. When driven on
pavement, the Toyota 4Runner delivers a smooth, controlled ride, and handling around turns is
surprisingly tight and responsive for a traditional body-on-frame sport-ute. The front left
damper, or shock, is linked to the rear right and the front right is linked to the rear left. The
system helps improve on-road handling and dampens body roll and pitch. Taken off-road, this
Toyota SUV is right at home, tackling steep passes with little drama and delivering an almost
luxurious ride even on rutted trails. To make way for cargo, each half of the third-row seat can
be stowed in an upright position along the sideboards or removed completely, but it does not
fold flat into the floor. The overall design of the interior is both aesthetically pleasing and
seriously functional, with most controls easy to find and use. Our only major ergonomic
complaint concerns the climate controls, which look like intuitive dials but work more like
joysticks. Maximum cargo capacity is 75 cubic feet, which trails behind most of the 4Runner's
midsize competitors. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also
provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed
decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're
interested in and then select a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned
vehicles for sale near you. Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check
the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid

for the Used Toyota 4Runner. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll
probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true,
provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the
car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a
month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three
years or so. Check out Toyota lease specials Check out Toyota 4Runner lease specials. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car.
Third-row seat doesn't fold flat and has little legroom when in use, below-average cargo
capacity. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review.
Vehicle overview. Toyota's popular and off-road-ready SUV carries over to the model year with
no significant changes. Read more. Write a review See all reviews. Update: I now have 75k on
my vehicle. So far no major issues. Only had to replace the battery beyond regular maintenance.
I bought this vehicle in early It was 8 years old but you would never know it from the looks and
handling. The shifting of gears is very smooth. The ride is little more harsh then standard SUV
but it is still very comfortable. The vehicle is very reliable. I have added miles since purchase
and have had no issues except the replacement of tires and one tire TPMS sensor which is
normal for any vehicle of that age. On long drives the vehicle handles very well. For the
summer, the family trip consisted of a 2 week sightseeing tour through 5 states We were able to
load all our luggage and gear including an inflatable paddle board in the cargo area. The seats
are comfortable and the layout of controls are easy to handle. On steep upgrades, the 4runner
performed flawlessly and mine is only a V6. I averaged about 19 mpg as a daily driver but during
the long trips it would hit to about 22 mpg. If you have kids, there is a cigarette lighter in the
cargo area. I purchased a long cable adapter and my child could play his electronics, while I still
had my front charger for my electronics. In addition, I am not a mechanic but this vehicle is very
easy to work with. The vehicle is high enough off the ground that I was able to add a hitch
without a jack. There is a reason you see so many old 4Runners on the streets. They are
extremely reliable and there are so many forums and youtube videos on how to DIY fix any
problems. Cons: The cupholders plain suck. BMW cupholders seem better then the 4runner.
Also, the stock radio non JBL was horrendous. I had to replace it with a Pioneer HU. Read less.
This lived up to all my expectations and more. This is my car. I've had it for more than ,mi. My
4runner has been a commuter, an off-roader with my jeep friends and a mobile home on a 2
month road trip. I have only had three things go wrong. I just bought an additional car, and I
honestly couldn't convince myself to buy anything other than a Toyota made in Japan. I
researched this truck for over a year before finally landing mine. This generation of 4runner was
only produced at two factories Hino Motors and Tahara. Both of these are on the list of the best
automobile factories of the world. This is important. Very important. This is a huge component
of the trucks absolutely flawless reliability. I personally felt the truck needed aesthetic
adjustment from the factory configuration. If you hadn't noticed, the nose looks lower than the
tail. After that I gave it some Nitto TerraGrapplers and headed into the hills. This thing was
incredible! I was able to climb icy roads, and I even pulled a few trucks out of ditches. I drove
the truck up an icy mound and when I got out to look around, I ended up flat on my back. The
truck hand climbed sloped terrain that was too slick for me to even stand on. The Sport Edition
with the tube rails is by far the best looking version of the truck and I love the classy interior. I
have friends that instantly purchased another one after totaling their first, and I will probably do
the same should anything happen to mine. This part of the review is an update, because every
few years, Edmunds sends out an e-mail asking me to update this review. I was driving today
and it occurred to me. This truck has over , miles and zero rattles or squeaks. I've had cars that
sound like you are going to lose a body panel after 60k miles, but not the 4runner. And my list of
maintenance items that I wrote about above is still about the same. I recently went through the
maintain or purchase paradox Put in the regular maintenance of tires, brakes and an oil change,
or sell this and buy a newer 4runner. I couldn't let this go. It is more mechanically solid and
reliable that I could hope for. Other than wearing out the seat, it's still very solid. Just
purchased the Toyota 4Runner in place of a Chevrolet Tahoe and love it. Smooth ride like a
sedan but has the room of a SUV. Gas mileage is good and love the style. Love the height of the
vehicle, easy to get in and out with children. Really happy with my , excellent handling, very
smooth and quiet. Gas is not bad at all for a 4. See all reviews of the Used Toyota 4Runner.
Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating. Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not
Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed
4 average Rating out of 21 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the 4Runner. Sign Up. Models
also known as Trim Levels, are used to identify a vehicle's level of equipment or special
features. I love the make and model. Its black which i love. I have always loved SUVs. Toyota is
a reliable make. I really love my Toyota 4runner had it for a few years now and have not had any

problems at all. It is very comfortable house it great sound system affordable gas and very good
looking. Electrical problems, back window button is backwards and rear wiper only works when
window is down all the way, engine light has been on since purchase. Also need a new catalytic
converter. Great car. Reliable and overall good car. Wish it had a third row so we wouldn't need
to buy another car for carpooling. I have a strong bond with my 4runner. I bought it brand new
in with just 17 miles on it and today it is almost at , miles and I have never had any major
problems with it. It is been in the shop It is a great vehicle that runs great. The interior is a little
cheap but it still gets the job done. Great vehicle overall. I like the size of my car. I dislike the
mpg. I like 4 wheel drive capacity. I dislike the color and window tint. Hard to keep it straights
line in wind. Love the freedom with all windows open Very room for lake day or moving stuff
Plenty cups holders Sunroof is major problems due to water or soap get inside from I like that I
can load my dogs up into the back and take them to the park or the beach or out of town and
they have plenty of room. I do not like driving a vehicle this big and I do not like that it I do not
like leather seat and the seal belts got stuck sometimes I do not like the Bluetooth as well, and
the windshield wipers. And lock of the card and the ignition key does not work really good Like
the carrying capacity when the back seats are down. Like sitting up higher than a car. Dislike
the ride -. Rides like a truck. Dislike the average mpg. Car is old so speaker is busted no
problems with the car itself it runs fine and is reliable. Have not had any problems with it. My
4runner has been a great experience. Never had any real trouble other than basic upkeep. Love
the versatility that comes with the car as well, my family uses it to tow a boat and it performs
great It's considered outdated with all of the bells and whistles compared to other vehicles.
There is an issue with the back-hatch when it's too cold outside won't open. Since I purchased
sixToyota new this 4Runner is the fifth Currently just over50, miles four of them over , miles
each I drive a lot This 4Runner runs 17 miles per gallon on average my current vehicle is a Prius
which runs 38 mpg The only problem I have is my current Prius it has , miles engine leaked oil
costing me to fix I guess because I drive it like a Porsche while it used oil I still keeping my 07
4Runner paying insurance and registration there is only one fault with it The lift gate lock rubber
melted nothing wrong with the lock so I just put a paper over it. I don't recommend it because
it's to good for a lot of people , I love mine and want to be original and people should not copy
me when I'm enjoying mine it makes me jealous as I always have the best suv in any parking lot
so go by something else:. I purchased this vehicle New and I love it! I have had it since , and
aside from regular maintenance, ie. Not one single problem. It runs great, is reliable, and
dependable, and has a classic look! Very comfortable in the front and back seats, smooth ride. I
would highly recommend this vehicle! This vehicle is very reliable and has lasted me a long
time. Mine has over , miles on it and still runs like new. The interior of the vehicle has polyester
seats which is my only complaint This vehicle gets great gas mileage fits my family well is easy
to maneuver and sporty. This car is very reliable only ever had one issue. I only wish it had a
third row seating option and then I The 4Runner provides ample space for four adults and their
gear but, in a pinch, can fit seven people. Does the Toyota 4Runner have a timing belt or chain?
Answers are provided by third parties. We do not guarantee accuracy of responses. Change
Year. Used Fair Market Range Zip. MPG up to. Source FuelEconomy. Overview See below.
Owner Reviews. Expert Review. For Sale Near Me. Exterior Photos. Interior Photos. Color
Photos. Select an Exterior Color. Natural White. Titanium Metallic. Galactic Gray Mica. Shadow
Mica. Driftwood Pearl. Nautical Blue Metallic. Toyota 4Runner Models Models also known as
Trim Levels, are used to identify a vehicle's level of equipment or special features. View Details.
Top Positive Owner Reviews. My car is reliable. It has been with me in Read More. I love
everything about it. Very reliable good on gas and very good Love the window features, such as
the trunk Great 4 wheel drive, works in all Good car, wish it had third row. Take care of her,
she'll That it is a bulletproof vehicle. Top Negative Owner Reviews. That it belongs only to me.
Tint windows Nice and smooth ride Extra It is a challenge to get in to. The ac section and the
trunk was spacious. Rides rough - like a truck. SUV large car silver 4runner Toyota I love the
look of the 4runner and have It is a reliable vehicle. It is able to tow Harold wrote on July 27,
Sarah R wrote on October 27, See All Reviews Owner Reviews For Problems. Sporty family
friendly truck. Owner Reviews For Reliability. Owner Reviews For Fuel Economy. Interior
Features. Exterior Features. Driving Impressions. Pricing Notes. Notable Equipment. Combined
MPG: Road Test Video Reviews. Frequently Asked Questions. Answer: A Toyota 4Runner SR5
has a standard towing capacity of pounds, requiring a tongue weight of The SUV If You need to
reset the tpms on the car after buying new tires then it will not be that Answer: Each trim level
of the Toyota 4Runner is fitted with either A4. The engine option You have affects the capacity -the 4. Answer: The Toyota 4Runner does have a timing belt. The coolant needs to be changed
every 60, miles or so. Your air filter needs to be changed every 15, to 30, miles or so. The spark
plugs need to be See all Frequently Asked Questions. Moderate Overlap Front. See all Safety

Features. Best SUVs. Best SUVs for the money. Best Affordable SUVs with 3 rows. Best Small
SUVs. Browse By Category. Small Cars. Pros: What do you like about your Toyota 4Runner?
Cons: How would you improve your Toyota 4Runner? I pull a foot back-hoe trailer with 14 round
silage bales lbs each with it - it's not happy and stinks of rotten eggs when I do, but it does this
pretty often I have the V I work in the city also, it is low enough to fit in all of the indoor parking
lots. The stiff suspension makes it handle better than most SUVs but it is rough. I use synthetic
and change the oil every 20, or so. I have over , on it and it drives like the day I bought it yes it
has only had the oil changed 7 times. Off road forums say that it is nowhere near as good as the
previous models - I have owned every model of 4Runner and disagree. With the right rubber this
is as good as the to model, the older ones may have been better but not by a lot they were
gutless. There are better off road vehicles out there, there are better city-based SUVs out there,
and there are certainly more comfortable ones for sure. If you want an indestructible
nearmaintenance vehicle that can handle unspeakable abuse and stay tight and rattle-free, then
this model of 4Runner is for you! It is powerful and quiet. Better paint. Paint chips to easily
probably a defect that should be recalled!! I can do it all almost. Better gas milage Really solid
feel to the vehicle. Satellite radio. Higher driver position. Superb build quality. The rear window
rolls down! Genuine "body on frame" construction. Part time 4x4. The "KDSS" - nice to travel
down an interstate in or a rugged, dusty trail- versitile. It doesn't look like a "girlie SUV" either,
like a lot of the others. Visibility could be better. The lettering on the stereo screen needs to be
bigger. Truck is pricey with options. Fuel door needs a lock or the cap does. Toyota needs to
offer more colors! Just put some custom rims on and a bunch of other accessories to make it
my own. It really turns heads now. Too early yet for a complete review. I just came out of a
Honda Pilot into this one and I did notice the visibility difference. The 4Runner has far more off
road capabilities than my old Pilot though, which by the way was truly an excellent vehicle itself
for what it is. I will update on my new 'Yota in a month or so Brakes are a little spongy, could be
a little less top heavy. One of the best truck-based SUVs on the road obviously since most of its
truck based competitors are dead or have switched to unibody design. Compared to its
competitors Explorer, Trailblazer, Grand Cherokee, Pathfinder fit and finish are far better. And
you know the 4Runner will always get you home, no matter the terrain. Best looking SUV to date
in the market. Fits right up there with Range Rover's new Sport model for Outstanding quality.
Extremely nimble around town compared to the old 4-runner last year, which had a tendency to
"dive" hard during breaking and much sway. Not a performance car by any means in terms of
handling, but nice for a truck on frame configuration. Good gas mileage. Toyota has the ability
to tweak its V-8 for great gas mileage, not sure why they don't produce one this year. Cost - A
bit on the high side, however, unlike other reviews I actually like the nice use of chrome in the
SR5 including a top notch luggage rack that has the look of the limited model, not like the basic
black ones on the SR5's of the past. Great MPG. Great Quality. Don't believe the hype - Toyota is
stronger than ever! Fun-Factor to drive. The power of the V Lower GAS prices!!! Handling,
performance,reliability,off road experience. Gas mileage, cargo room. Quiet, smooth
acceleration, very comfortable, stylish, good mileage. Great vehicle. No suggestions. Toyota got
it right. Love it! Log in 6. Select Toyota 4Runner Model Year - - - - - - - - - Pictures - Toyota Video.
Write your review! Free Car Price Quote! Shoppers of the Toyota 4Runner also consider:. Rate
this review:. Everything Cons: How would you improve your Toyota 4Runner? I can do it all
almost Cons: How would you improve your Toyota 4Runner? Review your Toyota 4Runner. Yes
No Name: Email: We do not share this email address with anyone, and we never spam.
Published reviews will be distributed to Twitter , Facebook , Google , Yahoo and other web
sites. Search for Consumer Reviews. Search by Vehicle Type:. Sports Car Luxury Car Green.
Other Resources. Review Car Dealers: Share your experiences at your local dealer, and help
them improve! Find your dealer by your zip code, and review your local car dealer. Merchandise
Store. Do you own the Toyota 4Runner? Yes No. A majority of all used US imports have either
been in accidents, been stolen, been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are
subject to open recalls. For 30 years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from
thousands of sources and has helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting
stuck with a vehicle that has costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has
been helping millions of used car shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid
expensive hidden problems. In addition, CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world
to build trust with their customers and sell their American cars with confidence. With more than
14 billion records, CARFAX has built up its database with the help of its partners and sources,
including government offices, law enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car
dealerships, insurance companies and many more. In addition to publicly available information,
CARFAX has collected information from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the
service, the price was absolutely worth. Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in
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d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can
find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

